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Abstract— Social Networking Websites (SNW) such as Facebook, Orkut and Twitter etc., have gained more attractiveness 
in recent days. Because of its large number of usage, and large amount of information, they become a potential network for 
malicious users or attackers to exploit. Most of the social networking websites try to prevent those exploitations, but many 
malicious users or attackers are still able to overcome those security countermeasures by using different prevention 
techniques. Social network website end users may not be aware of such potential threats. Unfortunately, social networking 
is also common with their own security and privacy policy issues which stance a challenge for organizations trying to 
balance the benefits of social networking with the risks and it can pose to network and data security. Therefore, this paper 
will present a different privacy and security issues in online social network websites. The SNW issues include privacy 
issues, identity theft or personal information leakage, social networks spam and physical threats. 
Keywords—social network website privacy issues, social network website security issues, social network threats, identity 
Theft, social network spam, social network malware, Facebook and Twitter security issues. 

I. RELATED WORK 

Social Network Website Services (SNWS) have paying 
attention of both organizations and researchers in recent 
years. Basically, from an academic view point, the services 
provide the R&D community with an exceptional 
opportunity to study the structure and properties of social 
networks. SNW user interaction and relationships in social 
network services have also been studied by researchers. 
SNW services from the standpoint of human factors, and 
they found that knowledge of, or trust between SNW users 
is not required to establish online relationships. Moreover, 
it has been given away that online social networks 
stimulate much weaker bonds between users than their 
offline activities. 
  
Based on some SNW profiles gathered from 
Facebook.com, researchers analyzed the degree of 
personal information disclosure and the subsequent risks 
[1]. Also, researchers found that SNW users’ personal data 
is provided, and preventive privacy preferences are hardly 
used. The privacy issues raised by SNW services present a 
difficult challenge to both information technology and 
social science researchers. 

II.   INTRODUCTION 

Social Networking Websites (SNW) such as Orkut, 
Facebook, Twitter and MySpace has been increasing 
rapidly within the past few years and now more than   two 
billions users are using. Almost every computer literate 
user has at least one social network site account, and every 
user spend a large amount of their valuable time on social 
networks sites each day [3] [5]. In the todays we can see 
different kinds of social networking sites as shown in the 
Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Different social networking websites 

 

Social network websites can be termed as normal web 
applications that allow users to create their semipublic 
profile i.e. a profile that some information is available to 
public and some is private, communicate with those who 
are their network connections (called as friends), and they 
form an online community. It is based on social 
relationships among the users [10] [11]. Most people join 
in social networks websites to share their information and 
keep in connection with people they already know. The 
key feature of social network sites is a friend or colleague 
finder that allows social network users to search for people 
that they already know and then form their own online 
community as shown in the Figure 2. 
 

Most of the social network users share a large amount of 
their private information such as date of birth in their 
social network space [13] [14]. This information includes 
from demographic and geographic information, contact 
information, comments, images, videos, etc.  
 

 
Figure 2: Social network users known friends connections 
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In the recent day’s usage of social networking increasing 
rapidly. There are many reasons as follows: 
 

− To expand you’re your network 
− Using your friends’ friends 
− Market to your community 
− Understand your counter-part 
− Watch your competition 
− Create your own opportunities 
− Discover the one-in-million 
− Manage your image 
− Use it within the company 

 
With these characteristics of social network sites and the 
more forcefulness of attacker’s methods, privacy and 
security issues in social network usage has become a 
critical issue in the cyber world. Therefore, in this paper 
we will present a survey on privacy and security issues that 
happen in social network websites. Also, we will discuss 
good and bad about SNW. The issues include privacy 
issues, identity theft issues, phishing issues, spam issues, 
malware issues, and physical threats issues [12]. The last 
section will be the conclusion or summary of the paper. 

III.  ATTACK METHODS 

Many social network users publish their information 
publicly without careful consideration. Hence, social 
networks have become a large pool of user’s sensitive 
data. Moreover, social network users have a tendency to to 
have a high level of trust towards other social network 
users. They have a habit of to accept unknown friend 
requests easily, and trust items that friends send to them. 

 
Figure 3: Social engineering attack cycle 

 
As shown in the above Figure 3, an attacker uses a 
systematic approach to get the victim personal 
information. To achieve this they have multiple methods as 
discussed in this section. 
   
Because of social networks sites large population and 
information base, and its’ simple accessibility, social 
networking websites have become new objectives that 
attract lot of cyber criminals [15]. Cyber criminals or 
attackers  exploit users sensitive data and chain of 
connection mostly through social engineering techniques 
and reverse social engineering (RSE).The goal of these 
two approaches is to obtain user’s context-information i.e. 
information that is associated or meaningful to social work 
users. Both approaches are being used prior to other 
attacks such as phishing, spear phishing, spamming [19] 
and different malware attack. In social engineering, 
malicious users or attackers approach user’s accounts and 
extract user’s context-information then use this 
information to increase successfulness of their attacks [11]. 
On the other hand, in the reverse social engineering 

approach, attackers will not directly approach social 
network users. Attackers will try to trick SNW users to 
initiate a contact with them or encouragement users to 
accomplish some actions. 
 
There are three approaches to implement RSE [17]. The 
first one is recommendation-based reversal social 
engineering. This approach makes use of friend 
recommendation feature to introduce attackers to the 
victims (social network site users). The second approach is 
demographic-based reversal social engineering. This 
approach is also established on friend recommendation 
feature that exploits victim’s demographic information 
such as user’s locations [13] and interests etc. The last 
approach is visitor-tracking based reversal social 
engineering. This approach is based on the social network 
site visitor tracking feature of some or all of the social 
networks websites. This feature allows social network 
users to find out who have viewed their profiles. Malicious 
users or attackers can use this functionality to make 
victims notice them, and visit their profiles. The main aim 
of the attackers is to collect as much information (personal 
information) as possible as shown in the Figure 4. 
 

 
 
Figure 4: Attacker collects the user’s personal information. 
 
1. Attackers collect personal information from social 

network sites 
2. Send fictional message / construct application with 

personal information 
3. Collect additional personal information 
 
Social networking websites or services have taken the 
internet by tempest. For example a social network site 
Facebook has more than half a billion members from 
around the globe. Another SNW Twitter, smaller in 
membership than Facebook [23] is the other leading social 
networking service. Its short, 140 character maximum 
status updates can be posted from the web by their users, 
as well as through short messaging services (SMS) text 
messages from any mobile phone have established. The 
SNW Twitter as a go-to source of transgression 
information. During the national elections in Iran, Twitter 
remained as essentially the only reliable source of current 
events. Recently in Syria, Twitter had remarkable impact 
on the liberation of the Syrian people [6] [16].  

 
The Bad, Good and the Balance: Social networking 
websites can be an effective instrument for communication 
throughout the globe with in short span of time. If they 
used properly, it allows individuals and organizations to 
stay engaged with a large number of people 
instantaneously. A status update is instantly shared with 
hundreds of SNW users, or even thousands of members 
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connected to your social network sites. That is great when 
letting friends and family know that you enjoyed. 
However, it also gives a risk that user sensitive 
information can be leaked with much greater speed and 
efficiency as well. For example a social network user 
might send his Social Security Number (SSN) to another 
user might be his friend, and accidentally transmission it to 
the whole social network group users instead so, it is very 
bad [9]. 
 
A study report titled social insecurity revealed some 
informative data about the risks associated with social 
networking sites. Some of the key discoveries include: 
 
• An estimated 5.4 million online users submitted their 

personal information to email (phishing) scammers 
during the past two years. 

• Among adult SNW users, more than 38% had posted 
their full personal details like birth date, including 
birth year. 45% of those with children had posted their 
children’s photos. And 8% had posted their own 
postal address. 

• On an estimated 5.1 million online social network 
households had experienced some type of abuse on a 
social network in the past year, including malware 
infections, scams, and harassment and many more. 

IV.  SOCAIL NETWORK WEBSITE SECURITY ISSUES  

A. Privacy and Security Issues 

In this section, we will discuss two privacy issues [18]. 
The first is SNW user’s anonymity or user’s identity. 
There are two approaches of identifying SNW users 
identities in social networks sites will be described. The 
second issue is user’s profile details and personal 
information leakage. This may leads lot possible attacks on 
SNW users in the real time not only from information 
security stand point and also physical attacks. 

 
In many social networking websites [9], end users use their 
actual name (real name) to represent their accounts. So, 
their identity is publicly exposed to other social network 
site users or groups, and everyone else in the social 
network site. Also, social network site user’s account can 
be indexed by search engine and usually appeared in the 
top rank of the search results. In this case, if attackers 
know the name of the victims (social network users), they 
can easily search for victim’s profile or they can search 
through social networking sites to obtain new victims. 
Apart from the simple use of SNW real name as account 
name, there are also other techniques that can be used to 
expose social network user’s secrecy. The two methods 
that will be discussed are deanonymize attack and the 
neighborhood attack. 

 
a) De-Anonymization Attack: A group of researchers 
showed that by using group membership information and 
history stealing technique, attackers could reveal 
anonymity of any social network users. 
 
In this technique, what attackers need to learn is in which 
social network group (group of SNW users that shares 
similar interests or group of people with same background 

e.g. studied to same school or same work place etc.) the 
victims belong to. The social network group is being 
dedicated since the number of a social network individual 
user is a lot larger than the number of groups in social 
networks. Hence, it is very easy to first concentration on 
the group, and then uses the group to access each 
individual user. All most all the attackers will use history 
stealing method to get which URLs (websites) that targets 
(victims) visited in the past to find out victim’s group. 
Before going through, how this technique works and 
concepts of social network and history stealing will be 
described. 
 
There are two types of links in SNW. A static content link 
is the same across all social network users. This is used for 
displaying user’s home page, and a dynamic link that 
contains some information unique to each individual user 
or each individual group. For e.g. dynamic link looks like: 
http://www.facebook.com/groups/groupID/ 
 

 
 
Figure 5: An overview of stealing attack 
 
In history stealing as shown in the above Figure 5, 
attackers pull users to their web pages, and then they try to 
extract user’s browsing history by sending out a list of 
URLs i.e. URL of social network website group that users 
probably be part of. These URLs can be obtained easily 
through group directory provided by social networking 
websites. Then, attackers will make victim’s web browser 
to check whether any URL on the list was visited by victim 
(SNW user) or not by looking at victims’ browsing history. 
Then, the browsing history is sent back to attackers. 
Pulling out of user’s browsing history can be done by 
using provisional logic in cascading style sheet i.e. a: 
visited and display: attribute" or using client side java 
script. Therefore, by using history stealing, attackers can 
get victim’s browsing history, and then use this list to 
riddle out URLs that are related to victim’s activity in 
SNW, especially the dynamic social network URLs that 
contain some distinctive info about SNW users or groups. 
In general, many social network groups provide mailing 
list of the group members. So, attackers can use get emails 
to search for identity (users’ profile) of victims. 

 
b) Neighborhood Attack: Social networks sites can be 
represented by social graph where a simple node 
represents a social network site user, and an edge 
represents relationship between two SNW users. A 
neighborhood attack is based on the idea that if attackers 
know the neighbors of the victims’ node, and the 
relationship between them, then attackers can identify 
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victims’ node. For example, if an attacker knows that user 
A has five friends, two of A’s friends (B, C) are friends 
with each other and the other three (D,E,F) are not friends, 
Figure 6 shows one-neighborhood graph of user A. 
Attackers can use this graph to identify A since one-
neighborhood graph is unique to each social network user 
node. 
 

 
Figure 6: 1-Neighborhood Graph of A 

 
B. User’s Profile and Personal Information 

As we know social network user information publically 
available to online users. SNW user’s account, social 
network user’s profiles mostly contain actual information 
about SNW users. SNW users’ sensitive information such 
as user’s first name, last name or full name, contact details, 
relationship status, date of birth, previous and current work 
and educational information attracts attackers. Hence, the 
major issue of user’s profile is the leakage of users profile 
and personal information. We can see sources of SNW 
users’ profile leakage are: 

 
a) Sensitive information leakage through poor privacy 
policy: Most of the social network users are not cautious 
about their privacy settings. Many of SNW users open 
their profile to the general public so anyone can access and 
see their information including date of birth. Also, many 
social networking websites default privacy settings are still 
not safe such as in Facebook or Twitter, a friend of a friend 
who the user does not know can still see his information. 
However, even the safest privacy setting, there are still 
flaws that allow attackers to access user’s information. 

 
b) Sensitive information leakage to the third party 
applications: Many SNW such as Facebook (FB) provides 
an Application Programming Interface (API) for 3rd party 
developers to develop and create applications that can run 
on its platform. These applications are so popular at the 
social network users’ world. Once SNW users add and 
allow these 3rd party applications to access the information, 
also, these applications can access user’s data 
automatically without knowing to social network users. 
These apps also capable of posting on users’ space or 
user’s friend’s space, or may access other user’s data 
without user’s knowledge. 

 
c) Information leakage to third party domain: Most of 
SNW uses third party domain service is used to track 
social network user’s activities in their site, or it allows 
advertisement partner to access and aggregate social 
network user’s data for their profitable or commercial 
benefit. 

 
C. Identity Theft 

Identity Theft is an act of stealing or theft someone’s 
identity or sensitive information, and then play-acting to be 
that person, or by using that identity in a malicious way or 
different purpose. Social network sites are favorable 
targets that attract malicious users or attackers since they 
contain a huge number of available user’s profiles and 
their information. There is always one method of identity 
theft is SNW profile cloning. In this method, an attacker 
take benefit of trust among friends, and those people are 
not very careful when they accept friend requests. Social 
phishing attack [24] is another technique that can be used 
to theft or steal social network user’s identity. As shown in 
the Figure 7, most SNW real names compromised based 
on their age. 
 

 
Figure 7: Real name leakage based on age group 

 
a) Threats Caused by Name Leakage:  
In the recent years, spamming or also called as spam mail 
has become a bigger problem. This kind of activities is 
actually a business activity whereby spammers send emails 
with some product information based on huge email 
address lists. In effect, any user who has an email address 
listed in the list is regarded as a potential customer (actual 
victim).  To protect users from this kind of spamming 
attacks [25], academia and industry have developed a 
different kind of approaches of anti-spam mechanisms. 
One common technique of protection against spam 
includes using a white list, so that emails from trusted 
business parties will not be mistaken for spam. However, 
as spamming emails is profitable, spammers are always 
formulating new ways to enter spam filters. In the white 
list approach, spammers collect email ids and the 
information about social relationships from social network 
services. In this way, spam mail can bypass the filter and 
be delivered to the target's victim’s mailbox [19].  
 
Spammers may use of real names in two ways:  
1) They may use the receiver's real name in the mail's 
content.  
2) They may make spam mails look like they have been 
sent by a friend of the target by using the friend's real 
name [21].  
 
Consider an email containing the receivers’ real name, 
where the sender (spammer) is specified as a friend with 
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his or her correct email address and real name. The user 
may have difficulty in verifying the email's genuineness.  
 
b) Phishing:  

There are similar problems also persists with respect to 
phishing attack detection. Phishers usually send emails, 
which contain a URL or direct link to a forged web page or 
site, to obtain people's sensitive information, such as an 
account or user ID, social security number (SSN) or credit 
card number. Some phishing targeted companies, 
including eBay and PayPal [22] [26]. Actually, internet 
security vendors provide guidelines for recognizing 
phishing emails. Common rules include checking if the 
email contains your real name because phishers do not 
have personal information. However, the assumption that 
phishers do not have Personal or profile information might 
be incorrect as self-disclosure is becoming more common 
in social network service sites. The spontaneous name 
leakage problem will make worse the problem further, as it 
will be very difficult to users and phishing detection 
techniques to verify the authenticity of a web page. 
 
c) Profile Cloning: 

Common method of stealing social network user’s identity 
is also called profile cloning. The main targets of profile 
cloning attacks are users who set their profiles to be 
general public. Public profile information leakage as 
shown in the Figure 8 allows attackers to obtain profile 
information easily, and therefore can make duplicate [24] 
or copy their profile information to create a false identity. 
There are two types of profile cloning. 
 

 
Figure 8: self-disclosure. The name, gender and birthday 

profile information have a high disclosure 
 
i. Existing or Persisting Profile Cloning:  In existing 
profile cloning, a malicious users or an attackers can create 
a profile of registered users by using their name, personal  
or profile information [20], as well as picture to increase 
confidence, and then distributing friend requests to friends 
of that user (victim). If this action is success since most of 
the SNW users accept friend requests from the person that 
they already know without looking through it carefully. 
Also, it is possible that a person might have multiple 
accounts. If victims accept the friend requests, then 

attackers will be able to access their entire profile 
information. 
 
ii. Cross-Site Profile Cloning: In cross-site [4] profile 
cloning, malicious user or attackers steal user’s profile 
from one social networking site that users register an 
account, and then create a new user’s profile on another 
social networking site that user has not registered on 
before. After that, attackers use users contact list from the 
registered social networking site to send a friend requests 
to all those contacts in another social networking site. In 
this case, it is more convincing than the first case since 
there is only one account for that particular user. Then, if 
the contacts accept friend request, attackers can access 
their profile. 
 
d) HTTP Session Hijacking:  

HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) session hijacking 
[2] [7] [8] is type of session management attack (OWASP 
- top10) on social networking sites it can be used to obtain 
context-information such as cookies from victims, as well 
as victim’s friend’s information that will later be used to 
generate context-aware spam.  
 

 
Figure 9: Influencing the token session executing the 

session hijacking attack. 
 
As shown in the above Figure 8 proves it how session 
hijacking attack works on social network users. Firstly an 
attacker tries to sniff network communication between 
victims and social networking websites, mainly those 
without using data encryption. There can be multiple 
network attacks can be used in this case, for example, ARP 
cache poisoning or DNS poisoning. Attacker captures 
HTTP headers that contain user session cookies since 
many social network websites and commercial websites 
use session cookie-based authentication. After that 
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attackers now copy the HTTP session-ID and use it to 
access the victim’s profile information includes personal 
details. Moreover, attackers use the victim’s profile to 
retrieve the victim’s friend’s information such as email 
addresses, and then use this information to generated spam 
based attacks. 
 
D. Physical Threats 
 
As we discussed different type of attack vectors which 
may cause to SNW users. In addition to online threats that 
lead to social network users, physical threat is another 
issue that social network users need to concern physical 
threats too. Physical threat is physical harm to a person, or 
to a person’s property such as theft, stalking, blackmailing, 
or even physical harassment. With the characteristics and 
features provided in the social network websites, social 
network users at risk of such threats. So, social network 
users should think before post their personal information 
and that information availability publically  
 
The first characteristic of the social network user’s real 
identity is not known or not genuine. Hence, we do not 
know who we are connecting with in friends group. The 
second characteristic is the personal information that is 
posted on the social networking websites that include 
user’s contact information like mobile number [6], email 
ids, and their interests, habits etc., this information will 
allow criminals to easily learn about and approach victims. 
Moreover, many of the security issues which we 
mentioned here can also lead to physical threats. For 
example, social phishing attacks may allow attacker to 
physically access a victim’s bank account, and perform 
some transactions. Privacy issues are also another threat 
that can lead to physical threat. If criminals can access 
some sensitive information such as a sensitive picture or 
video post, they can use them to blackmail victims. 
 
In addition, many social network features allow cyber 
criminals to be able to track victim’s behavior, day to day 
activity and location. For example, location-based services 
on smart phones such as Google Latitude or Foursquare, 
allows social network users to check in and post their 
current location onto their message board. Also, if social 
network users use social network application on their 
smart phones to post something, their jagged location will 
also be posted. Moreover, another feature such as GeoTag 
(in security called geo tagging attack) that allows users to 
tag their location [24] on the image that they post can also 
expose user’s location, so followers or cybercriminal will 
easily know where the victims are, and can approach them. 
 
Along with different security issues which we have 
discussed above, there are other security issues also listed 
in the below: 
 

• Harassment 
• Peer pressure 
• Loss of employment 
• Damaged business reputation 
• Damaged career or personal reputation 
• Damaged data or networks 
• Intellectual property theft / Data theft 

• Brand hijacking 
• Delays or interruption in production 
• Lost revenue or income 
• Content alteration of websites 
• Malware and virus dissemination 

V. CONCLUSION 

In the recent years social networking websites have 
become a potential target for attackers due to the 
availability of huge sensitive, personal and profile 
information, as well as its large user base. Therefore, 
privacy and security issues in online social networks are 
increasing. This paper speak to different privacy and 
security issues, as well as the techniques that attackers use 
to overcome social network security mechanisms, or to 
take advantage of some flaws in social networking web 
sites. 
 
Privacy issue is one of the main anxieties, since many 
social network users are not careful about what they 
expose on their social network space. The secondary issue 
is identity theft; attackers make use of social networks 
account to steal victim’s identities. Also an attacker makes 
use of social networks to increase spam click through rate, 
which is more effective than the traditional email spam 
issues and attackers use social networks as a channel to 
spread malware, since it can spread very fast through 
connectivity among users. We can also see physical 
threats, which are the most harmful issues, were addressed. 
Because of some of the social network features such as 
location-based service, it is easier for cybercriminals or 
criminals to track and approach victims. 

 
Social networking websites try to implement different kind 
of security mechanisms to prevent such issues, and to 
protect their registered users, but malicious users or 
attackers will always find new attack scenarios to break 
through those defenses. Therefore, every social network 
users should be aware of all these threats, and be more 
careful when using them. 
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